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1. INTRODUCTION 
Zoel Garcia de Galdeano y Yanguas (1846-1924) was born in Pamplona, Spain. 
He graduated as an agricultural engineer, obtained his master’s degree in humani- 
ties and, in 1871, in mathematics. He taught mathematics first at the Znstitutos 
(High School) of Ciudad Real, Almeria, and Toledo and finally analysis at the 
Faculty of Sciences of the University of Zaragoza from 1889 to 1918, when he 
retired. He died in Zaragoza in 1924. 
Chronologically, the works of Garcia de Galdeano may be classified by decades 
according to the main subjects of his research: algebra between 1880 and 1890, 
geometry between 1890 and 1900, and analysis between 1900 and 1910. Of course, 
this is not a foolproof classification; in all of these periods contributions to mathe- 
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matical synthesis, methodology, philosophy, pedagogy, and didactics can be 
found. 
Thus, in the last 2 decades of the 19th century, Garcia de Galdeano worked on 
algebra and geometry, apart from some brief works on arithmetic. His texts on 
algebra were published in Toledo between 1883 and 1888, while he was a Professor 
first at the Instituto de Toledo and afterward at the Instituto de Ciudad Real. His 
works on arithmetic and his first books on geometry also belong to these decades. 
The real beginning of Garcia de Galdeano’s mathematical writing career was in 
the 1880s although in the 1870s he had already published some interesting brief 
works, most significantly his paper El metodo aplicado a la Ciencia Matematica 
(Method Applied to Mathematics) of 1875. The scientific productivity of Garcia 
de Galdeano during his later career was truly impressive. Between 1891 and 1895 
he not only directed the publication of the first five volumes of El Progreso 
Matematico (Mathematical Progress) but also published his Geometria General 
(General Geometry) in two volumes. Even more intense was his activity between 
1904 and 1907, when he published his Analisis Matematico (Mathematical Analy- 
sis) in five volumes, the Tratado de Ecuaciones Diferenciales (Treatise on Differen- 
tial Equations) and the Exposicibn sumaria de teorias matematicas (Summary 
Exposition of Ma thema tic al Theories). 
This paper is devoted to the study of Garcia de Galdeano’s works on algebra, 
paying special attention to its influence on the assimilation of the new trends in 
mathematics by the Spanish mathematical community. A proper outline of the 
works of Garcia de Galdeano is best made by dividing them into three separate 
categories. The first includes the analytic papers, which enable us to check the 
introduction of the breaking points of the Lagrangian paradigm; the second part 
includes the works of synthesis or consolidation, basic to understanding the pro- 
cess of incorporating the Hilbertian paradigm [l]; finally, the third includes the 
works on the institutionalization of the mathematical community and educational 
aspects of science. 
2. TRATADO DE ALGEBRA 
The Tratado de Algebra (Treatise on Algebra), printed in 1883 in Madrid by the 
Gregorio Juste Press, was the first work published by Garcia de Galdeano while 
he was a professor at the Instituto de Toledo. The Tratado contains 346 pages and 
is divided into three sections, with three books in each. The first section is devoted 
to the theory of primitive algorithms, the second to the theory of explicit functions 
in derived algorithms, and the third to the theory of implicit functions. The contents 
are: 
First section: 
First book: Definitions, divisions and rudiments 
Second book: Combinatorial theory 
Third book: Theory of explicit functions or algebraic calculus 
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Second section: 
First book: Technical algorithms 
Second book: Derived theoretical algorithms 
Third book: General theory of operations and quantities 
Third section: 
First book: Implicit functions in equivalence equations 
Second book: Implicit functions in congruence equations 
Third book: General theory of operations and quantities. 
Two observations should be made at this point: the text was written under the 
influence of the mathematical philosophy of the late 18th century and first half of 
the 19th century, according to which algebra and analysis did not occupy clearly 
separated domains, although the subjects treated by each discipline were kept 
isolated without emphasizing their related points. The second observation con- 
cerns motivation: Why did Garcia de Galdeano write his first algebra treatise? 
The answer to this question does not appear in the text, but in the second part 
of the Tratado, written three years later. In the preface of this Tratado de Algebra 
con arreglo a las Teorias modernas (Parte Segunda) or Tratado Superior [Treatise 
on Algebra According to Modern Theories or Superior Treatise; Garcia de Gal- 
deano 18861, the author displays his knowledge of a vast bibliography concerning 
algebra. Furthermore, he underscores the lack of consensus within the interna- 
tional mathematical community concerning the contents of the new algebra, which 
is clearly no longer just the Regula cosae. 
The 19th-century texts on analysis, algorithms, or algebra-which form the 
background for 20th-century algebra following the syntheses of Weber and Steinitz 
[Weber 1898; Steinitz 1910]-include the most diverse topics, from quaternions 
and substitutions, to the theory of forms and functions of one complex variable. 
This is typical for the developing period of a new theory and applies even more so 
to an outbreak without precedent in the history of mathematical thought. This 
relative conceptual confusion- from the late 20th-century point of view-was 
shared by mathematicians such as Serret, Houel, Baltzer, Salmon, Jordan, Her- 
mite, Casorati, and many others. 
But Garcia de Galdeano did not write his Tratado de Algebra to bring order to this 
confusion, something he would attempt later-although just within Spain-when 
writing his Tratado de Andlisis Matema’tico [Treatise on Mathematical Analysis; 
Galdeano 1904-19051. He realized that these 19th-century works represent great 
scientific progress, but thought that the reader’s difficulty in understanding them 
was due to the fact that this progress had “not been made as much from the 
didactic point of view as would be desirable” [Galdeano 1886 III]. 
Another remark must be made here. Although during his lifetime Garcia de 
Galdeano’s mathematical works were often considered “elementary” and ad- 
dressed to “students,” they need not be regarded merely as textbooks but also as 
aids for teachers and all those who, having a general mathematical knowledge, are 
willing to make their way into mathematics. The ability of Garcia de Galdeano to 
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construct modern algebraic structures from the most primitive concepts was quite 
remarkable. Indeed, the basic algebraic concepts of the first half of the 19th 
century-including substitution groups and determinants-were clearly and easily 
developed in the Elementary Part (1883) of the Tratado de Algebra, and the 
chapters devoted to the introduction of series and limits are also remarkable for 
their simplicity. 
In the structure of the second part of the Tratado, Garcia de Galdeano follows 
the lead of Josef-Marie Wronski (1776-1853). The influence of the Polish mathe- 
matician and philosopher is already in fact implicitly discernible in his work El 
me’todo aplicado a la ciencia matem&ica [Galdeano 18751, but in the Tratado 
Superior it acquires its full force. For example, he uses the algorithmic classifica- 
tion of Wronski, who establishes addition, multiplication, and exponentiation as 
primitive algorithms which generate the enumeration algorithms, factorial algo- 
rithms, and transition algorithms. The theoretical and technical algorithms arise 
from the two branches into which Wronski divides mathematics: Theory and 
Technia. 
Returning to the contents of the first part of the Tratado, whereas the first two 
books of the second section are devoted to the introduction of algorithms, the third 
book reveals the influence of Boole and Grassmann. This portion, devoted to 
the general theory of operations and quantities, shows Garcia de Galdeano’s 
understanding of subsequent developments in algebra. He starts by pointing out 
that with regard to operations “mathematics deals with some abstract properties 
which are worthy of being studied as an exclusive subject of an algebraic theory” 
[Galdeano 1883, 2011. 
He then proposes two ways of generalizing the arithmetical process: “general- 
ization of the concept of operation and of the concept of quantity” [Galdeano 
1883, 2021. In the study of operations his starting point is Hankel’s Principle: 
“Every calculation made for generalized quantities must also be applicable to 
lower order quantities, and the generalization will not introduce new properties or 
rules different from the already admitted ones” [Galdeano 1883, 2021. 
He next proceeds to consider general properties such as uniformity [2], commu- 
tativity, associativity, and distributivity, making a distinction between direct and 
inverse operations by using the symbols 
n,T UJ 
direct inverse 
operations operations 
read respectively as “a combined with b” (a fl b or a T b) and “a inversely 
combined with b” (a U b or a 1 b). Other properties of the operations include 
l.aUO=a OUa=a 
2.anOxO ona=0 [Galdeano 1883, 2041. 
Rather than speaking of unit elements, he employs the word “module”: 
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The module of an operation fl is an element m which combined with any element a by 
means of the operation n, reproduces the element a, atlm = a. [Galdeano 1883, 2071 
After the study of the module’s properties, he introduces the notation of “recip- 
rocal object” of an object a, represented by a, and defined as 
mUa=Z, 
where m is the module of the operation. The only objection to this presentation is 
that the given examples are restricted to the addition and multiplication of integers, 
which could easily lead one to believe that such an axiomatic approach is super- 
fluous. 
The chapter devoted to the generalization of the concept of quantity, though 
unrelated to set theory and not so profound, is interesting for the introduction of 
complex quantities, vectors, and quaternions . 
In 1886 the second part of the Tratado de AZgebra was published with the subtitle 
“According to the Modern Theories” and with the observation, in the preface, 
that this was intended as a “superior treatise.” The text, published without sum- 
mary, has two sections comprising 368 pages. The first section, devoted to the 
study of continuity, is divided into five books: 
First book: Principles and general ideas on continuity 
Second book: Series and theory of products 
Third book: Theory of differences 
Fourth book: Theory of altering the exponents of functions and of factorial 
functions 
Fifth book: Theory of functions and equations 
The second section, on permutations and combinations, is divided into four 
books: 
First book: Combinatorial principles and immediate applications 
Second book: Theory of substitutions 
Third book: Theory of determinants 
Fourth book: Elimination theory. 
At first sight, from our present-day point of view, the first section appears to be 
an analysis text, and only the second a work in algebra. Garcia de Galdeano was 
aware of this two-fold content but this did not distress him, because he realized 
that, apart from the important results concerning the theory of continuity, the 
subject matter “that should belong exclusively to the algebraic field” [Galdeano 
1886 II] was not strictly established. He insisted later on, however, that the material 
covered in the first section belongs “more to the analytic than to the algebraic 
field” [Galdeano 1886 IV]. As he explained in L’Enseignement Mathe’matique: 
The superior branch of algebra . . . covers, on the one hand, the functions of a complex 
variable, according to Cauchy; on the other, the combinatorial principles of substitutions, 
which rule the formation of functions and lead to the solution of equations, following La- 
grange’s, Galois’, and Abel’s methods. [Galdeano 1899, 171 
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The former subject, which was treated neither in the Elementary Part nor in the 
Superior Part of the Trutado, was to have been covered in a third volume of this 
work, but lack of institutional assistance from the scientific establishment and his 
preoccupation with other projects prevented its publication. In 1913 Garcia de 
Galdeano commented on the negative reception accorded his Tratado de Algebra 
as follows: 
On applying for assistance from the State, in the form of payment for some copies of the 
Second Part of my Algebra, I noted the purpose of concluding my unfinished work with a 
third part which would improve and complete the second in order to have at least one work 
in Spanish giving an account of my studies over the past twenty-seven years. [Galdeano 1913, 
168: his italics] 
The Tratado Superior, it should be noted, presented for the first time in Spain, 
Cauchy’s basic contributions with some linguistic terms stemming from the influ- 
ence of Wronski. Particularly important because of their novelty and clear exposi- 
tion are the chapters devoted to formal series (where the study of uniform continu- 
ity and double and multiple series is developed) and to the critical points of 
functions. The exposition of these subjects was improved, modernized, and made 
rigorous in the Tratado de An&his Matemhtico [Galdeano 1904-19051, where 
Cauchy’s inspiration joined that of Weierstrass and other great analysts of the 19th 
century, although, due to Garcia de Galdeano’s chronic Francophilia, this influence 
came by means of the nearer sources of Picard and Goursat. 
The second section, from pages 229 to 368, is completely algebraic. One notes 
at the outset the progress made by Garcia de Galdeano in the 3 years since the 
appearance of the first part of the Tratado. For example, the book devoted to 
combinatorial principles starts with a set of definitions in which: “Combinatorial 
operations serve the purpose of ordering elements or any entity” [Galdeano 1886, 
2311. This introduction is used as a basis to develop the theory of forms. Garcia 
de Galdeano follows Cayley, adopting his symbolism 
(a,, a,, - - . , q&6 y, 2)” or (a,, aI, . . . , a,Xx, y, zY 
for a ternary form of the nth degree, depending on the admission or nonadmission 
of the coefficients in the expansion (x + y + z)“. On this subject, his sources are 
Cayley, Aronhold, and Clebsch. The books devoted to substitutions and determi- 
nants are of a higher level and contain improved treatments of the same material 
as dealt with in the first part of the Tratado which follows Cauchy’s and Jacobi’s 
contributions to these subjects. The Tratado Superior finishes with a presentation 
of Bezout’s elimination theory, and the addition of some theorems first proved by 
other French mathematicians. 
As mentioned above, the third part of the Tratado de Algebra was never pub- 
lished. This was a pity, because it delayed Spanish mathematicians’ exposure to 
the most important algebraic theories of the 19th century, which were (and are) 
the basis of this discipline in our century. The indifference of the Academy of 
Sciences illustrates the chronic insensibility of public powers to promote and foster 
scientific work. Beyond this, Garcia de Galdeano, in spite of his qualifications, 
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had to sit for a second examination before he could hold his position at the 
University of Zaragoza. One can measure what was lost by referring to a short 
work that he did publish, his essay Critica y S&t&s de Algebra [Galdeano 18881. 
Here Garcia de Galdeano demonstrates several things. First of all, he reveals his 
knowledge of contemporary algebra and its future course of development, as well 
as his ability to distinguish between significant contributions and less important 
ones. Usually a mediocre author has mediocre sources of inspiration. Garcia de 
Galdeano’s profuse bibliography was fully current with the times and points the 
way to new directions in research. But these are not the only reasons making this 
work notable. It is also the first important work of synthesis in his long publication 
list and reflects the clashing elements in the Lagrangian paradigm while assimilating 
developments and constructions from the Hilbertian Paradigm presented within 
the argumentative framework of Wronski. The Critica y Sintesis de Algebra is a 
very important recasting of two papers presented to the Academy of Sciences in 
1878 and 1879: Historicat and Didactic Exposition of the Theory of Imaginary 
Quantities and Algebra, Critically and Historically Considered. 
3. ANALYSIS OF THE CRiTICA Y SfNTESIS DE ALGEBRA 
The essay is divided into three chapters, although Chapter I is a chapter only in 
form but not in content. The following summary of the booklet, as in other works 
of Garcia de Galdeano, was not published (which makes it difficult to reference): 
Chapter I. On the concept of Algebra ...................................................... 
Chapter II. Historical abstract ................................................................. 2 
1. Genesis of the concept of number ............................................ 2 
2. Genesis of the concept of continuity ......................................... 11 
3. Genesis of the concept of quality and Geometric 
Algebra ............................................................................... 23 
3.1. Quality in abstract Algebra ............................................... 23 
3.2. Quality in Geometric Algebra ........................................... 24 
4. Genesis of the concept of quality in the application 
of Algebra to Geometry, or in general, to the solution 
of concrete problems ............................................................. 65 
5. Genesis of the concepts of combination and order ...................... 74 
5.1. Genesis of the concepts that constitute the Theory 
of Equations .................................................................. 74 
5.2. Algorithm of the form ..................................................... 82 
Chapter III. Considerations on the Plan of Algebra ...................................... 93 
1. Introduction to the teaching and exposition of Algebra ................ 93 
2. Considerations on the algoritmic calculus .................................. 100 
3. Considerations on the concepts of equation and 
function ............................................................................... 107 
4. Considerations on the concepts of order and 
combination and their main applications .................................... 114 
4.1. Theory of numbers ......................................................... 114 
4.2. Theory of substitutions .................................................... 116 
4.3. Elimination, symmetric and alternating 
functions ....................................................................... 118 
5. Considerations on the Theory of Homogeneous forms ................. 119 
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Bearing in mind that such a work filled a general need at the end of the 19th 
century, we can easily appreciate the importance of this essay for the mathematics 
of late 19th century Spain. The booklet is not only modern but demonstrates an 
astute knowledge of the state of things as well as future perspectives. Let us see 
why. 
Chapter I is a reflection on the concept of algebra. And what appeared in the 
Tratado as a confused mixture of fields had now become a major focus of concern: 
“The various ways of defining algebra, the doubts and conjectures that appeared 
surrounding this subject, show that the difficulty of limiting the concept of this 
science within precise bounds is quite remarkable” [Galdeano 1888, 11. This 
remark was surely designed to awaken the Spanish mathematical community to 
the possibility that they were no longer in step with current developments in the 
field. 
On considering the concept of algebra, Garcia de Galdeano begins with the 
regula cosae and explains the ambiguous treatment received by algebra in the 
Lagrangian paradigm, an ambiguity that stems from considering algebra as an 
efficient tool for analysis-and only for analysis- and as an instrument for translat- 
ing problems of the concrete world into mathematical language. But Garcia de 
Galdeano states that there are “new requirements” for a “clearer determination” 
and, among these, he emphasizes the role of the abstract concept of “relation” as 
a source of new ideas. 
As we can see from the summary, the monograph is divided into two clearly 
differentiated sections that illustrate the concept of mathematical critique (which 
Garcia de Galdeano presented as a note at the Second International Congress of 
Mathematicians held in Paris in 1900). The establishment of a mathematical disci- 
pline is the result of a multiplicity of processes which interrelate at a certain 
moment of history to produce a new branch of the tree of mathematics. 
This, he asserts, is why the historical approach to a subject like algebra cannot 
be avoided. In the second chapter he presents the historical processes that have 
generated the main aspects of 19th-century algebra. The third chapter is the synthe- 
sis, the examination of every process at a certain moment in time. His reflections 
on this synthesis carried implications that provide guidelines for teaching the whole 
discipline. These last, however, do not appear in the Critica y Sktesis, although 
Garcia de Galdeano made some notes on this subject and promised to elaborate 
on it. But, alas, he never did. What Garcia de Galdeano really built, on the 
methodological basis pointed out in this work, was a whole new method of teaching 
mathematics [Galdeano 1910; Hormigon 1980a]. 
4. THE BOUNDS OF MODERNITY 
It is not my purpose to write hagiography and explain the wisdom, grace, and 
gentleness of Garcia de Galdeano’s style. The purpose of this paper is to emphasize 
his awareness of the ruptures within the Lagrangian paradigm and the new possibil- 
ities that had emerged for arriving at a new synthesis. The Critica y Sbztesis is the 
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first of his works in which he includes numerous bibliographical references (see 
Appendix); later this became his custom. Typical examples are the following: 
Euler . . . solves the problem of partition of numbers in his Introductio in Analysin 
Infinitorum. [Galdeano 1883, 31 
Lagrange in the Memoires de 1’AcadCmie de Berlin of 1770 proved that when the value of 
a rational function of the roots of an equation is determined, then the value of any other 
rational function of the roots can be obtained. [Galdeano 1888, 771 
The. . . Sixth Memoir upon Quantics of Cayley (Phil. Trans., 1860) refers to correspon- 
dences between geometry and binary and ternary forms. [Galdeano 1888, 861 
Many other authors are quoted, although without the source being specified. 
For instance, the works of Lejeune Dirichlet on complex numbers are cited, 
as well as Hamilton’s works on quaternions; Klein’s ideas on the concepts of 
hyperspace and elliptic and hyperbolic space, and on the different types of geome- 
try; Beltrami’s works on pseudospherical geometry; Weierstrass’s role in redefin- 
ing nearly every analytic concept; and many others. 
When carefully read, it can perhaps be objected that Garcia de Galdeano’s 
bibliographical method is somewhat primitive. Indeed, obtaining a precise refer- 
ence is often difficult because this information appears only in the text and not as 
quotations or a separate bibliographical section. The use and abuse of uncodified 
abbreviations is likely to cause confusion, especially since international biblio- 
graphical notation had not yet been institutionalized. The reader can also be left 
in doubt or with inexact ideas about some references. Particularly strange is the 
reference to Galois regarding equations soluble by radicals, which is dated 1846 
without any reference to Liouville’s new edition of that year and without any 
precise information about the “late” French mathematician. Nevertheless, this 
word (late) appears when he writes about Clifford’s contributions and rightly 
attributes to Tucker the edition of his mathematical papers of 1882 (the dates 
of publication of the English mathematician’s posthumous works and Garcia de 
Galdeano’s Critica y Shtesis should be noted here). These ambiguities and impre- 
cissions enable us to conclude that Garcia de Galdeano sometimes based his 
writings on secondary sources and opinions. Obviously, his bibliographical tech- 
nique did not measure up to the standards required today, and his style is some- 
times tediously inflated, with a tendency to neglect proper definitions of the con- 
cepts used. But none of these defects affects the kernel of the work of synthesis. 
The Critica y Shztesis de Algebra offered Spanish mathematicians the possibility 
of catching up with the confusing, but non-stopping train of the new algebra, as 
most of the important ideas and bibliographical sources of 19th-century algebra 
are exposed in this text. Yet this is not the only merit of the work, for Garcia de 
Galdeano also realized that the algebra of the 19th century had created a break 
with the ideas on constructional process of the preceding century. He points out 
that: 
Hoiiel’s “Theorie elementaire des quantites complexes” presents a systematized exposition 
of the most important discoveries in this century that link the concept of number with that of 
extensive magnitude and go beyond the geometrical representation of quantities according to 
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Argand’s, Cauchy’s, and Hamilton’s theories to reach Grassmann’s and Hankel’s eminently 
general ones, where the matter or object is distinguished from the form of the operations. 
These discoveries constitute a doctrinal corpus in accordance with the harmonic character of 
present mathematics and very diffeerentfiom the restrictive character with which, in the time 
of Lnplace, some concepts were admitted and developed in order to give them a new form 
and even a new nature. [Galdeano 1888, 72-73: italics inserted] 
Garcia de Galdeano’s essay promoted further study and investigation by provid- 
ing references to French translations of German books and by developing the 
concepts without ignoring the synthetic construction of his work. Important exam- 
ples of the new method of algebra include the generalizations of the concepts of 
quantity and operation, already pointed out in the Elementary and Superior Parts 
of his Tratado. Both processes of generalization, leading to the concept of struc- 
ture, are clearly outlined. 
Unlike many of his contemporaries from this period, Garcia de Galdeano was 
also convinced of the importance of set theory. Set theory was congenial to 
his general perspective, which aimed to ground theory on the basis of certain 
fundamental principles without omitting any of them. He thus saw the importance 
of Cantor’s investigations within the context of constructing the synthesis of 
algebra, and for this reason he reserved a considerable number of pages to explain 
his theories in connection with the historical genesis of the concept of quantity 
and the consequent speculations about the highly important problem of continuity. 
Other work on the concept of structure deals with the progressive process of 
operational abstraction. I have already pointed out, on considering this point in 
the Elementary Part of the Tratado de Algebra (1883), that Hankel, Grassmann, 
and Boole served as sources for Garcia de Galdeano’s ideas. In the Critica y 
Shztesis de Algebra, he leaves aside details of less interpretive significance in order 
to study more intensively the process of abstraction in the concept of operation, 
pointing out that “the validity of the algebraic analysis depends on the laws of 
combination” [Galdeano 1888, 491. In this sense, he reiterates the study that can 
be made of these “laws of combination,” according to the verification of general 
properties. Besides the sources that we have already seen in the elementary Part, 
the contributions of Hoiiel, Riemann, and Helmholtz are equally emphasized, 
although he pays much more attention to the work of Boole, whose fundamental 
results he explains. His notation (which is similar to Boole’s) is nowadays old- 
fashioned because of the lack of logical sentential connectives. The symbol I 
expresses a universe and 0 nothing; IX is the set of all “beings” having the property 
x. Union is denoted by + and intersection does not have a specific symbol. But 
after thus describing the elements of Boolean algebra, he criticizes the subordina- 
tion of logic to mathematics and disdains the exclusive use of 0 and I. Some years 
later, and perhaps as a result of Ventura Reyes Prosper’s influence, he avoided 
references to instrumental insufficiency because of information about the construc- 
tion of the first logical machines [3]. 
Possibly due to his philosophical education [Hormigon 19801, Garcia de Gal- 
deano’s peculiar concept of mathematics was rooted in certain considerations 
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regarding the genesis of truth and beauty. And here is another clear link with 
notions that formed the Hilbertian paradigm at the end of the 19th century. Even 
when he points out the possibility of a confrontation with reality, he does so on the 
basis of a concept of verification. As he writes in Critica y Sz’kesis: “Mathematics is 
a science that . . . can be constituted a priori, having the privilege as well of 
admitting verification a posteriori or reaching accordance with experimental facts” 
[Galdeano 1888, 971. 
Another basic component of his algebraic synthesis was the theory of equations. 
Though important developments also took place in the direction of numerical 
analysis, with respect to algebra, Galois’ work-which became known to the 
international mathematical community thanks mainly to Liouville-opened a fruit- 
ful new field and contributed to a renaissance of algebraic studies. Without under- 
taking a detailed explanation of Galois Theory, Garcia de Galdeano drew a clear 
line of development from the work of Bezout, Euler, Vandermonde, Lagrange, 
and others to that of Hermite and Jordan. Garcia de Galdeano began considering 
the following problems studied by Abel [Abel 188 1 II, XXIII; Galdeano 1888, 78 
ff.]: 
(i) On the algebraic solution of equations 
(a) Finding all algebraically soluble equations of a given degree 
(b) Determining whether or not a given equation is algebraically soluble 
(ii) Finding the most general form of an algebraic expression 
(iii) Finding all equations an algebraic expression can satisfy 
(a) Deciding whether or not a given equation is reducible 
(b) Deciding whether or not an irreducible equation can be algebraically 
solved 
(iv) Finding the equation of lowest degree an algebraic expression can satisfy 
(v) Finding the most general algebraic expression which satisfies an equation 
of given degree. 
After explaining Kronecker’s approach to the subject, he comes to Galois’ 
essay, which, though chronologically earlier, represents the culmination of devel- 
opments to this point. Galois’ work reveals the concept of the group associated 
with an equation and establishes that an irreducible equation of prime degree is 
solvable by radicals if and only if its Lagrange resolvent has a rational root. This 
achievement was a turning point that led to the work of Jordan and Hermite. 
Regarding all these developments, Garcia de Galdeano remarked “Abel’s investi- 
gations . . . must today be taken as a part of the theory of algebraic equations” 
[Galdeano 1888, 123-1241. 
The Critica y Shtesis de Algebra not only broke away from outdated mathemat- 
ics by its critical analytic approach, it also offered a new synthesis. As the first of 
Garcia de Galdeano’s works to attempt this double function, it was a completely 
different approach from the usual way of presenting mathematics in Spain up to 
that time. The book is written, to use a well-known expression from the social 
sciences, not as a dogma but as a guide for mathematical praxis. For algebra, as 
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for mathematics in general in Spain at this time, the justification for this approach 
was based on a concrete analysis of a situation filled with “prejudices and false 
understandings” and in which “the professor does not go beyond the limits of the 
so-called textbooks or other works, especially in Spain where science has not yet 
risen to the field of philosophy” [Galdeano 1888, 931. 
Ironically enough, the hierarchy of fields of knowledge implied by Garcia de 
Galdeano’s statement betrays an intellectual attitude as outdated as the pre-la- 
grangian mathematics he hoped to displace. In brief, Garcia de Galdeano was 
reacting against a dominant view of philosophy as subordinate to the “useful 
sciences” -a view rooted in a kind of pre-Comtean positivism and reinforced by 
the utilitarian institutional bureaucracy of the Spanish professoriate. But this 
unfortunate and sketchy conclusion places him in an intellectual position that was 
already losing ground in the 16th and 17th centuries because of the rising impor- 
tance of experiments and physical theories. Indeed, one of the signs of crisis in 
the Hilbertian view is the drought in creativity produced by intellectual isolation 
and the need to enrich and stimulate mathematical investigations by external 
influences, that is to say, the need for interrelation with different scientific domains. 
However, Garcia de Galdeano’s contradictions are a symptom of his intellectual 
vitality, since only those who think are liable to mistakes and the only verifiable 
mistakes are those made by one who dares to expose his ideas to critical analysis. 
Thus, in spite of his contradictions, his choice is obvious when he points out, 
before Hilbert, that: 
Mathematics, without confining itself to the combination of laws coming from the observation 
of the real world, goes beyond its bounds and takes as its subject hypotheses without a 
corresponding reality or immediate application. [Galdeano 1888, 1021 
In conclusion, Garcia de Galdeano’s increasing algebraic activity led to the 
elaboration of a work of synthesis with two special merits: providing up-to-date 
information about the most important and interesting developments in algebra, 
and treating a particular branch of mathematics from a synthetic point of view by 
pointing out the rules underlying its mathematical constructions. 
APPENDIX 
Systematized exposition of the bibliographical references contained in Critica y 
Shtesis de Algebra: 
Cited author (as 
Bibliographical reference 
given by Garcia de Galdeano) Subject 
1. Abel 
2. Boole 
Memoria XI de1 Primer Tomo de 
SW obras 
Mathematical Journal of 
Cambridge; Pure Logic; The 
Principles of Science 
Equations soluble by 
radicals 
Symbolic calculus, algebra, 
logic 
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Bibliographical reference 
Cited author (as given by Garcia de Galdeano) Subject 
3. Cantor 
4. Cauchy 
5. Cayley 
6. Clebsch 
7. Clifford 
8. Darboux 
9. Dedekind 
10. Duhamel 
11. Galois 
12. Gauss 
13. Grassmann 
14. Hankel 
15. Helmholtz 
16. Hermite 
Acfu Mufhematica, t. II, p. 306; 
Borchurdts Journal 
Sur les rapports qui existent entre 
le culcul des residus et le culcul 
des limites: Premiere lettre sur la 
determination de tomes les rucines 
des equations; Memoriu presentudu 
a la Academia de Turin, 1837; 
Exercices de Muthe’mutiques; 
Cours d’Anulyse 
Journal de Crelle Quut. Math., 
1865; Second Memoir upon 
Quuntics; A Sixth Memoir upon 
Quuntics, Phil. Trans., 
1860 
Lecciones de Geometria 
Mathematical Papers (1882); 
Applications of Grassmann’s 
Extensive Algebra 
Memoria sobre funciones 
discontinuus 
Teoria de 10s nrimeros algebruicos 
Des Methodes duns les sciences 
du ruissonement 
Sur les conditions de resolubilite 
des equations par radicuux (1846) 
Disquisitiones Arithmeticae 
Ausdehnungslehre (1844); 
Ausdehnungslehre (1862) 
Vorlesungen iiber complexe Zahlen 
Teoria general de las operaciones 
Memoire sur la theorie des nombres 
complexes compose’s de racines 
de l’unite et des nombres entiers; 
Journal de Crelle; Cambridge and 
Dublin Mathematical Journal 
Theory of enumeration, 
power of a set 
Convergence of series 
Elimination, forms, 
symmetric functions, 
property of invariance 
Geometrical interpretation 
of forms, linear 
transformation, collineation, 
invariants, etc. 
Biquaternions, 
N-dimensional algebra 
Continuous functions 
without derivative, 
maximal and minimal limits, 
uniform convergence 
Finite field of degree n, 
ideals 
Generalization of the 
concepts of quantity and 
operation 
Theory of adjunction, 
group of an equation, 
resolvent equation 
Congruences, complex 
numbers 
Symbolic calculus, 
“rotation tensors” and 
vectors, 
vectors 
generalized calculus, 
Generalized calculus 
Functions of n variables, 
N-dimensional spaces 
Roots of an irreducible 
equation of prime degree 
soluble by radicals, 
solution of the reduced 
equation of fifth degree 
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Cited author 
Bibliographical reference 
given by Garcia de Galdeano) Subject 
17. Hoiiel 
18. Jordan 
19. Kummer 
20. Riemann 
2 1. Schlegel 
22. Schroeder 
23. Sylvester 
24. Tannery 
25. VallCs 
Theorie e’lementaire des quamite’s 
complexes; Cows de calcul 
infinitesimal 
Theorie des substitutions 
Memoire sur la theorie des nombres 
complexes composes des racines 
de l’unite et des nombres entiers 
Disertacibn inaugural (1854) 
Untersuchungen iiber eine F&he 
dritter Ordnung mittels der 
Grassmannschen Ausdehnungslehre 
Der Operationskreis des 
Logikkalktils 
On a Remarkable Discovery in the 
Theory of Canonical Forms and 
of Hyperdeterminants (Phil. 
Mag. 1851); On Extensions of 
the Dialytic Method of Elimination; 
On a Theory of a Syzygetic Relation 
of Two Rational Integral Functions 
(Trans. of the Roy. Sot. 
1853) 
Introduction a la theorie des 
fonctions d’une variable 
Des formes imaginaires en Algebre 
Link between the concepts 
of number and extensive 
magnitude 
Group of an equation 
Ideal numbers 
Riemannian surface, 
branch point, hyperspace 
Development of 
Grassmann’s ideas 
Development of 
Grassmann’s ideas 
Combinatorial theories, 
forms, canonical forms, 
elimination 
Classification of functions 
Abstract domains, 
“algebraic beings,” 
operations 
NOTES 
1. The Lagrangian paradigm of l&h-century mathematics- in which the discipline was justified 
because of its usefulness, restricted essentially to the solution of the problems of the real world, and 
its rigour sacrificed to its applicability-began to become exhausted, the victim of its own limitations, 
during the 19th century when the difficulty of the questions it posed surpassed the power of the 
mathematical instruments available to solve them, and the problems of rigour started to become serious. 
A set of discoveries-for instance, non-Euclidean geometries, n-dimensional spaces, unsolvability by 
radicals of equations of degree greater than four-expanded the universe of mathematical objects to 
abstract entities and introduced new methods of proof which found general consensus at the end of the 
19th century in the axiomatic treatment of abstract structures characterized here as the Hilbertian 
paradigm. On the concept of Lagrangian and Hilbertian paradigms see, for instance [Hormigon 1980a,b]. 
2. a = a’ A b = b’ + a fl b = a’ fI b’. 
3. Explained by Reyes in the first volume of El Progreso Matematico (1891), in the article entitled 
El raciocinio a maquina (Machine-Made Reasoning). 
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